Amir concedes with Turkish president

Amir Hizbullah the Arab Hezbollah leader has said that he was willing to meet with the country’s president to discuss the current situation. He also said that he was ready to work towards a peaceful resolution of the conflict.

Protests in Senegalese capital

People can travel immediately after getting Covid vaccine's second dose

The Minister of Public Health, Dr. Said Al Hourani, announced that there are over 50,000 people who have received the second dose of the vaccine. He said that the number of people who have received the vaccine is increasing day by day.

WHO urges rapid on Covid-19 vaccines due to mid-March

The findings of a WHO-sponsored trial in Senegal indicate that the trial is effective and that it is safe.

QOC reaffirms commitment to hosting 2032 Games

Qatar Olympic Committee (QOC) has reaffirmed its commitment to hosting the 2032 Games. The QOC said that it is working on all aspects of the preparations for the Games and that it is committed to delivering a safe and successful event.

QOC President Sheikh Joaan bin Hamad al-Thani said: “We are fully committed to delivering a safe and successful event. We are working on all aspects of the preparations and we are committed to delivering a world-class Games.”
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Qatar calls for equitable distribution of vaccines

Qatar has stated its firm belief in the principle of equitable distribution of vaccines, its full commitment to support these rights on an equal basis, and its full integration into society.

New batch of Qatari experts takes oath at Justice Ministry

The Ministry of Justice and Legal Affairs reported the allocation of 400 new expert cases for the coming period, in addition to the cases allocated to the old cases. The ministry also discussed the number of cases allocated to the new cases, the total number of cases allocated, and the number of cases allocated to each expert. The ministry also discussed the number of cases allocated to each expert. The ministry also discussed the number of cases allocated to each expert.

Taking that trip to rediscover Qatar

The Covid-19 pandemic prevented many from travelling abroad, but Qatar residents were able to explore the country with new archaeological treasures during this period.

Safaa Apedra Staff Reporter

sales of luggage accessories see slight increase on travel hopes

The number of passengers and the number of countries visited by Qatar Airways increased in the first quarter of this year, reflecting a rebound in travel demand. The airline reports a 20% increase in the number of passengers compared to the same period last year, and a 24% increase in the number of destinations visited.

MOPH reports 469 new Covid cases

The number of cases in the country has increased by 10% this week, with the highest number of cases reported in the capital. The Ministry of Public Health (MOPH) reported 469 new cases in the country, bringing the total number of cases to 9,247, including 837 new cases recorded in the last 24 hours.

Maximize fee hikes in schools is 2%, says education ministry

Only 2% of fee increases will apply to private schools for the next academic year, an official of the Ministry of Education and Higher Education has said. "We have worked with the private sector to ensure that the fee increases will not be excessive and will be in line with the cost of living," said the official. The ministry has also announced that schools will be allowed to increase fees by a maximum of 2% for the next academic year.
**Dusty conditions among top universities in the world**

Qatar University (QU) has joined the world’s top universities as the Gulf country’s first institution to be recognized by the Academic Ranking of World Universities (ARWU) for its excellence in research. The 2021 edition of the ARWU places QU 133rd in the world, making it the highest-rank United Arab Emirates’ university in the world and the first in Qatar.

**Doha Declaration receives global attention at Kyoto congress opening**

The global programme for the implementation of the Doha Declaration received wide international attention at the opening of the United Nations Congress on Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice in Kyoto.

It is described as a “pioneering model” in helping societies, especially oversized ones, by defusing organized crime, corruption, organized terrorism, and pollution, 10 academic institutions in addition to the Centre of Excellence, which are responsible for the implementation of the United Nations’ recommendations for sustainable development.

At the opening ceremony of the 14th Congress on Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice in Kyoto, the Minister of Justice and Minister of State for Cabinet Affairs, Abdulrahman bin Mohamed Al-Eryani, expressed the gratitude of Qatar to the United Nations and the General Assembly for supporting the adoption of the Doha Declaration.

12 Indian universities in top 100 QS World Rankings 2021

A total of 12 Indian institutes have been included in the 2021 edition of the QS World University Rankings, the QS University Rankings 2021 by Times Higher Education (THE). This is the highest number of Indian institutions in the QS World University Rankings.

**Pope urges Iraqis to give peace a chance**

**Fresh clashes erupt in Senegal capital**

Kuwait reports 1,613 new Covid cases, eight deaths

Kuwait’s Health Ministry reported yesterday that 1,613 people have recorded positive for coronavirus in the past 24 hours, taking the total cases up to 149,113. The ministry also announced eight deaths, raising the toll to 1,613. Kuwait’s Health Minister, Dr. Mohamed al-Qattan, explained that all the deaths had been recorded since the beginning of the month.

**On hunt for escapee crocodiles**

Cops are on the hunt for escaped crocodiles that seem to be on a mission to wreak havoc in a residential area.

**Stressed police plan for leaves**

The police department in Jeddah is considering plans to go on leaves to avoid additional stress.

**Fresh clashes erupt in Senegal capital**

Fresh clashes erupt in Senegal capital
Duraid – Pakistan’s entertainment tsar

Mominah Duraid, Pakistan producer, speaks about where she intends to ventured in now that she has been rolling out content soaring ratings for over a decade

By Muhammad Omer Ulah

B eing able to translate a script into actuality is the art of a talented writer or producer, one that requires knowledge, ambition, and drive to achieve it. In her work as a producer, she performs the way the woman sees herself strong, purposeful, and in control, breaking a stereotype that is often associated with the roles she plays. Some may say that the hallmark of what she does, and such women, is love. However, Mominah Duraid is what Pakistan entertainment industry needs to push further, to capitalize, and a story behind the scenes of the biggest film producers of the industry.

However, the story of Mominah is not just another tale of success, it is about一位گی گو،because her goal is not just to tell stories, but to make them resonate with audiences. In an industry that is often criticized for its lack of original content, Mominah has stood out by delivering hit after hit.

Talking about the world we are contracting in today, whether it’s the digital age or the age of traditional media, technology has changed completely the course of our lives and how we perceive the world. That’s why it is so important. "You can outsmart that, but not all started by guessing. When you work on a project, you start off with a script, and you have to produce something. I am not saying this is the last time. But if something’s going to happen, I’ll be telling you. I’ll get out with a plan, and you have to produce. And the same plan, you have to produce a script, and you have to produce a script, and you have to produce a script. That’s how it’s going to be. But it’s the concept that makes them stick. We have also picked it because we thought that’s a good concept."

DPS-MIS webinar sees huge turnout

A round 1,000 people attended a webinar organized by Minhaj University Islamic College of Liberal Arts and Sciences (MCILAS) on March 15 under the auspices of the National University of Modern Education, Islamabad. The webinar was titled "Education and the Future: Challenges and Opportunities in Higher Education Development." The event was attended by a large number of participants, including educators, researchers, and policymakers.

The webinar discusses the role of education in promoting the sustainable development of Pakistan. The panelists highlighted the importance of investing in education to improve the quality of life and create opportunities for future generations. The speakers also emphasized the need for innovative teaching methods and the integration of technology in the education system.

Win for DPS-Modern Indian School debaters

The junior girls of Inderpreet Singh, Indian School won the first place in the Pakistani International Schools League 7-8 awards, winning eight out of fifteen titles. The team, captained by Shilpi Singh, won the final against Holy Cross School in a close contest.

BPS principal offers parents tips during exams

By wheat flour

B P School (BPS) principal Mr. Anwar Ali said: “I am writing this article to help parents prepare their children for the upcoming exams.”

To help students prepare for exams, the principal offered the following tips:

- Make a study schedule
- Avoid procrastination
- Stay healthy and balanced diet
- Avoid distractions
- Manage stress
- Practice relaxation techniques
- Review past exams

"These tips will help students prepare effectively for exams and achieve good results," Mr. Anwar Ali said.
Qatari artist breaks new ground with digital artworks

By Jojo Alagib
Staff Reporter


Since his childhood, Qatari artist Ibrahim Al Shaqidi has been passionate about art, and his love for abstract art continues to evolve as he explores new creative avenues. Despite the challenges brought about by COVID-19, Al Shaqidi has been able to adapt his artistic process, creating digital artworks that reflect the current socio-political landscape. The artist's work is characterized by bold colors and dynamic lines, which he uses to convey messages about social issues, politics, and culture. "Art is a way of expressing myself and communicating with the audience," Al Shaqidi said. "I strive to create pieces that not only reflect my personal experiences but also comment on the world around us."

WCMQ programme offers glimpse into life of medical students

The WCMQ (Weill Cornell Medical Qatar) programme offers a glimpse into the daily life of medical students at the world-renowned medical school. The programme, which is open to students from Qatar and other countries, provides an immersive experience into the medical profession. The programme includes lectures, workshops, and practical sessions that help students understand the responsibilities and challenges of being a doctor. "The WCMQ programme is an excellent opportunity for students to explore the medical field and gain insights into the daily life of medical professionals," said Dr. Sarah Baker, the programme director. "It is designed to be an enriching and enlightening experience for participants."

ICAI’s Doha Chapter holds seminar on NRI taxation

The Institute of Chartered Accountants of India (ICAI)’s Doha Chapter held a seminar on NRI taxation, attracting a record number of participants. The seminar was held in collaboration with the Ministry of Finance, Qatar, and covered various aspects of NRI taxation, including the Income Tax Act, Value Added Tax, and Customs Duty. "We are proud to join hands with the ICAI in organizing this seminar," said Mr. M. A. Al Massri, chairman of the Doha Chapter. "It is our endeavor to provide valuable insights and information to our members and the NRI community."

Digital Transactions series: one of the most important events

Digital Transactions is an annual conference that brings together experts from around the world to discuss the latest trends and developments in the digital transactions industry. The conference features keynote speeches, panel discussions, and workshops on a wide range of topics, including blockchain, cryptocurrencies, and digital currencies. "Digital Transactions is a must-attend event for anyone interested in the digital transactions industry," said Mr. Hamad Al Attari, CEO of Attari Consulting. "It provides a unique platform for networking, learning, and sharing knowledge."
Sri Lanka allows burial of Muslim coronavirus victims after protests

**AFP**

Sri Lanka’s Buddhist President Gotabaya Rajapaksa has allowed for the burial of Muslim coronavirus victims after a two-day protest against cremations of people who died of COVID-19. The government had previously prohibited Muslim funerals, except for security personnel and citizens over 60 who have a death certificate. But on April 16, 2021, Rajapaksa announced that Muslims would be allowed to perform burials, following protests by the Muslim community and international condemnation.

**Reuters**

**Fresh violence in Myanmar, 1 dead**

A Myanmar court has sentenced a former military officer to 10 years in prison for his role in the military coup that overthrew the elected government of Aung San Suu Kyi in February. The court ruled that the officer, who was not named, was involved in the killing of a woman who was shot dead during a protest against the coup on February 8.

**Russia**

**AstraZeneca shipment block**

The European Union has blocked AstraZeneca’s shipment of coronavirus vaccines to India, citing a vaccine shortage at home. The move has raised tensions between the two countries and could further delay the delivery of vaccines to India, which is facing a severe second wave of infections.

**New Zealand**

**End virus lockdown on largest city**

The government has lifted all remaining restrictions in Auckland, the largest city in New Zealand, after a week-long lockdown to contain a COVID-19 outbreak. The decision was based on a review of the situation and a decrease in the number of new cases.

**Japan**

The government has declared a state of emergency in Tokyo,有效的应对新型科罗曼新冠病毒威胁。东京都政府下令所有非必要的商业活动和娱乐场所必须关闭，学校停课，禁止500人以上的大型活动。这一措施将持续三个月。

**Cambodia**

The government has imposed a three-day lockdown in Phnom Penh and parts of the capital’s provinces to contain a new outbreak of COVID-19. The lockdown comes after the country recorded its highest single-day increase in cases in the past week.

**Guatemala**

The government has announced plans to deport up to 200,000 undocumented migrants back to Honduras, following a military incursion into a migrant encampment. The move has sparked backlash from human rights groups and international organizations, who have called it a violation of human rights.

**Australia**

The government has announced a $1.5 billion package to support the aged care sector, following a series of scandals and outbreaks of COVID-19 in nursing homes. The funding will be used to improve safety standards and support staff education.

**Colombia**

The government has announced plans to vaccinate all adults by the end of the year, in line with the World Health Organization’s target. The government has also launched a campaign to encourage vaccination and has set up mobile vaccination units in rural areas.

**Kosovo**

The government has announced plans to hold a referendum on the country’s name, in line with its bid to join the European Union. The referendum is expected to take place in 2022.

**Sri Lanka**

The government has announced plans to increase the budget for health by 50% in the next financial year, following a series of outbreaks of COVID-19. The government has also announced plans to expand the country’s vaccination program and improve its response to future outbreaks.

**Myanmar**

The government has announced plans to ease lockdown measures in some areas, following a decline in the number of new cases. The measures will allow schools and businesses to reopen, but will continue to restrict large gatherings.

**Jordan**

The government has announced plans to vaccinate all adults by the end of the year, in line with the World Health Organization’s target. The government has also launched a campaign to encourage vaccination and has set up mobile vaccination units in rural areas.

**Nicaragua**

The government has announced plans to increase the budget for health by 50% in the next financial year, following a series of outbreaks of COVID-19. The government has also announced plans to expand the country’s vaccination program and improve its response to future outbreaks.
Kerala CM ‘linked to smuggling of dollars’

A day after Kerala Chief Minister Pinarayi Vijayan said in a press conference, a statement given to the committee of inquiry by Saji Kuruvilla, a retired IAS officer, that Kerela CM has been in touch with ‘highly influential people’ and ‘rulers’ has come out.

The statement was made by the committee of inquiry appointed by the Supreme Court to look into the issue of black money and tax avoidance.

In the statement, the committee of inquiry has stated that the CM has been in touch with high officials of the central and state governments, and has been involved in various acts of corruption.

The committee of inquiry has also stated that there is a possibility of the CM being involved in the smuggling of dollars.

The committee of inquiry has been investigating the matter since last year and has already submitted its report to the Supreme Court.

The report is expected to be submitted to the court soon.

Govt ‘ready to talk’, says Meghan

Meghan Markle, the Duchess of Sussex, has said she is “ready to talk” about the situation in Myanmar.

She made the statement during an interview with Sky News, which is being broadcast on October 9.

Meghan has been critical of the Myanma government’s policies in Myanmar.

India steps up patrols on border with Myanmar

India has stepped up patrols along the border with Myanmar after four soldiers were killed in a border clash.

The border clash took place near the town of Moreh in Manipur.

The soldiers had been trying to stop a group of Myanmar soldiers from entering Indian territory.

Kashmir protest

A peaceful protest in Kashmir turned violent on October 9.

The police used tear gas and baton charges to disperse the crowd.

At least 20 people were injured in the clashes.

The protest was against the Indian government’s decision to abrogate Article 370, which gave special status to Kashmir.

Armed forces, including the Indian Army, have been deployed in the region.

India eyes full operations at Chabahar port by May

India is planning to fully operate the Chabahar port by May 2021.

The port, located in Iran, will be used to transport goods to Afghanistan.

The port will be used to transport goods to Afghanistan.

Thailand eases travel restrictions

Thailand has eased travel restrictions for tourists from certain countries.

Tourists from the UK, Japan, South Korea, and the US will be allowed to enter Thailand without needing to quarantine.

The easing of travel restrictions follows the country’s efforts to attract foreign tourists.

The country has been working to attract tourists since the COVID-19 pandemic began.
Dozens of Mexican politicians killed ahead of elections

US Senate rejects minimum wage hike in $1.9tn aid bill

AMERICAS

The US Senate has rejected a proposal to increase the minimum wage over five years, a setback for Democrats who were hoping to boost job opportunities, especially for low-income workers. The proposal was introduced as part of the $1.9 trillion COVID-19 relief package, which includes child tax credits, unemployment benefits, and direct payments to individuals. The vote was 51-49, with 50 Democrats and one independent (Bernie Sanders) voting yes, and 49 Republicans voting no. The minimum wage has not been increased since 2009, when it was raised to $7.25 per hour. The Senate has also previously rejected attempts to raise the minimum wage, most recently in 2017.

Aaron Wilkerson

Pushing on

In Brazil, President Jair Bolsonaro has been working to push through a new pension reform bill, which would reduce the benefits for public servants and raise the age of retirement. The bill has faced strong opposition from civil servants and trade unions, who have launched protests and strikes. The government has been accused of using the pandemic to push through the reforms, which would save the country billions of dollars. The bill has faced several challenges in Congress and is expected to face more resistance in the future.

Mariana Pinto

Paving the way

In the US Supreme Court, the justices have ruled that states cannot refuse to recognize marriages between same-sex couples. This decision could have a significant impact on the rights of LGBTQ+ individuals, who have long fought for the recognition of their relationships. The decision has been met with celebration by activists and advocacy groups, who have been working for years to achieve this victory. The court’s decision could also have implications for other areas of law, such as adoption and parenting rights.

Carolyn Murray

Former president facing another lawsuit over US Capitol attack

A former US president has been sued over his actions during the January 6th attack on the US Capitol. The lawsuit, filed by a group of US citizens, accuses the former president of failing to take action to prevent the violence and to protect the safety of lawmakers and the public. The lawsuit alleges that the former president ignored warnings and did not take adequate measures to prevent the attack. The case is expected to be heard in federal court.

Chris Smith

Trump attacks Republican strategist Roger Stone, who faces trial

In a recent interview, US President Donald Trump attacked Republican strategist Roger Stone, who is currently facing trial for accusations of lying to Congress and obstructing justice. Stone is a long-time ally of Trump’s and has been a key figure in his political campaigns. The interview was broadcast on Fox News Channel, and it marked the first time that Trump has publicly criticized Stone. The attack comes as Stone’s trial is set to begin next month.

George Zuckerman
Savings journalism from Big Tech

By Taylor Owen

It’s easy to forget that a long time — long before Google and Facebook emerged on the scene — there was a time when the American government had a monopoly on user data. And Google itself was a startup, not part of a major tech company like Facebook. The days before Facebook and Google were gone, when users had little control over how their data was used, are far from the past.

In the late 1990s, the Internet was just beginning to emerge as a viable medium for advertising. And in that era, the idea of micro-targeted advertising was hard to envision. But as the Internet became more popular, and more people began to use it, the idea of advertising became more feasible. And as Facebook and Google grew, they began to use more and more personal information to target ads.

As the Internet became more popular, and more people began to use it, the idea of advertising became more feasible. And as Facebook and Google grew, they began to use more and more personal information to target ads.

The rise of social media platforms like Facebook and Twitter has made it easier for companies to target users based on their interests. And as these platforms become more popular, they are becoming more important to businesses.

In the end, it’s clear that the Internet is changing the way we communicate and engage with each other. And as we continue to use the Internet, we’ll see more and more changes in the way we interact with one another.
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Minks culled over virus-polluting the environment

The German government has announced a cull of 1,000 minks near the town of Neuruppin, near Berlin, after a new strain of the coronavirus was discovered in a mink farm there. The cull comes amid growing concerns about the potential for minks to transmit the virus to humans, although there is no evidence that minks can be infected with the human strain of the virus.

The cull was announced by the government on December 12, after the discovery of the new strain of the virus in a group of minks on a farm near Neuruppin, around 60 miles north of Berlin. The government has said that the minks were culled because they were in close contact with people and could potentially transmit the virus to them.

The cull is part of a wider effort to control the spread of the virus in Germany, which has been hit hard by the pandemic. The country has recorded more than 1 million cases of the virus and more than 20,000 deaths so far.

The government has also announced that all mink farms in the country will be required to be tested for the virus, and that any farms that test positive will be closed down.

The cull is expected to be completed by the end of the month, and the government has said that it will continue to monitor the situation closely to ensure that the virus is not spread further.
Winter season cool for feathered friends too

Winter in Qatar is not just great time for people, it is also the best season for birds. Those resident birds are not alone with a variety of migrating species. Apart from the resident species, many passage migrants enjoy the good weather which is now gradually making way for rains.

All the photos of these pictures are from the backyard of a Doha resident, taken over a number of weeks this winter. PICTURED: Henrik Jensen